SOFTWARE-ONLY SOLUTIONS

When hardware is back-ordered or out of your budget, LSI offers software-only solutions for your mass notification and communication needs.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

PC Alert

- Emergency alerts and instructions pop-up and scroll across PC screens, as well as a “virtual” panic button or message prompt available on your desktop.
- Customizable for daily messaging, emergency alerts, severe weather and more.
- Push alerts, messages and instructions to one user or everyone all at once.

LSIMobile App

- Check in with team members on the move, individually or as a group.
- Push emergency instructions to pop up on mobile screens.
- Use the app’s central panic button to send alerts, request help and show location.

InterCom+

- Work at your own pace and budget to get your school to a fully IP-based system.
- Set up pre-configured and fully customizable messages to page district-wide or by building/room.
- Contact rooms with desktop or smart device mic and speaker using an interactive map of the building.

Visual Campus

- View potential threats and suspicious activities across campus from a single dashboard, and chat or deploy instant alerts to various audiences.
- Display visual alerts with data from a variety of building technologies, including fire alarms, cameras, door access, phone systems, panic buttons and more.
- Delivers more data in one central dashboard faster than any other solution.

PRODUCT BENEFITS

- Due to COVID, the reality is that much of the hardware or equipment needed for mass notifications is delayed or back-ordered for several months.
- LSI can employ our software with your existing legacy equipment, desktop computers and mobile devices to enhance your mass notifications efficiently and affordably.
- Use your LSI software for routine daily requests or schedule updates, as well as emergency alerts and mass notifications in dangerous situations.

- Administrators, first responders and teachers/staff members can access varying levels of the software, allowing for quick communication, location tracking and more.

QUESTIONS? REACH OUT TO US:
317-564-3208 • LAYEREDSOLUTIONSINC.COM